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Notes and errata 

p 11  the bottom line in the second column should read    ñ = ([P][L]/KD([P]+[P][L]/KD))=[L]/(KD+[L])   

 

p15: An additional problem to illustrate aspects of ligand binding. 

2.1.6. The [L] in Langmuir and Scatchard plots is the free concentration of ligand. In some cases when [L]>> [P] we 

can make the assumption that [L] = Lo, the total concentration of L, but in many experiments (e.g. ITC and NMR) this 

assumption cannot be made and [L] must be obtained by deriving solutions to a quadratic equation: 

We have [L] = Lo - [PL] and [P] = Po-[PL] where Po is the total protein concentration.   

If we set [PL] = x, then x = [P][L]/KD = (Po - x)(Lo - x)/KD;  xKD=LoPo - x(Lo+Po) + x2  or 0 = LoRo - x(Lo+Po+KD) + x2  

This is a quadratic equation of the form ax2+bx+c, with a=1, b = -(Lo+Po+KD) and c=LoPo and the solutions are 

(- b ± (b2 - 4ac)
½

)/2a. Using Excel or some other calculating program determine how [P], [PL] and [L] change with Lo 

(assume KD=10M and Po=1mM).  
 

 
Answer:  The plot shows how [P], [L] and [PL] vary with Lo. 
Note that the assumption [L] = Lo can lead to very large 
errors, especially when Lo < KD. 

  

p 122 Fig 4.3.7. Miller indices.  

This figure is easier to follow than the one in the book. Lines 
are drawn connecting rows of atoms in a 2D lattice. The lines 
(planes) can be described by ‘Miller indices’.  

The black dashed lines cross the a-axis once per unit cell 
repeat and the b-axis 0 times per repeat so the reflection 
from these lines is assigned Miller indices h=1, k=0. The grey 
lines cross the a-axis once per repeat (moving downwards) 
and the b-axis once; the reflection is thus assigned h=-1, k=1. 
The cyan lines cross the a-axis twice per repeat and the b-axis 
once per repeat. The reflection is thus h=2, k=1. Note that the 
higher the indices the closer together the lattice lines (smaller 
d in the Bragg equation).  
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p 319, 2nd column    The Fourier Transform formulae should read: 

 and 
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